
 

 
 
Update: June 23, 2020 

 
To our valued customers, 

It has been two and a half months since COVID-19 landed on our doorstep 
here in North America, and even longer for our overseas staff and partners. 
From the initial chaos to settling into new normals and planning for what to 
expect as things slowly reopen, it has been an unsettling time for all of us. 

We have used that time to proudly deliver millions of masks and other PPE 
items to frontline workers. The shipments have included N95 respirators, 
surgical masks, and surgical gowns. A Canadian health authority contacted 
Stormtech for sourcing assistance when its regular channels could not access 
the needed quantities. We were able to deliver a significant boost to PPE 
supply in Canada, and did it in record time by mobilizing our globally diverse 
supply chain and regional quality inspection teams. Now we are applying 
that knowledge to civilian protective coverings. 
 
Last week we introduced the first additions to our brand new Protective Face 
Covers category. You can view the full collection, updated flyers, and 
support materials here. 
 
Tasked with elevating performance standards, our Design & Development 
team found new technologies and lightweight fabrics that reduce thermal 
burden without compromising filtration values. Now the very best in 
technical apparel can be paired with the very best in protective face covers. 
So whether you’re commuting to work, exploring local trails, or targeting 
new peaks, STORMTECH has a mask that will keep you protected, 
comfortable, and performing to new levels. 
 
Some of these masks are now available, and others will be arriving over the 
next few months. Our sales team will be in contact shortly to discuss your 
protective face cover needs and opportunities. 
 
I realize this has been a difficult time for many of you. I am hopeful that 
together we can leverage this new product category to grow our businesses 
together, while also stabilizing our local business communities with much 
needed equipment. 
 
Regards, 

https://distributor.stormtechusa.com/pages/protective-face-coverings


 

 
 

 
 

 
Blake Annable 
CEO, Stormtech Performance Apparel 


